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Students Land Summer Internships at Stryker and J&J
For SoE students, internships with industry
leaders offer unparalleled opportunities to
augment classroom knowledge with real
world experience.
Class of 2023 members Gabriella Rozovsky
and Pearl Buccine Schraeder were among the
BME majors who spent the past summer in
productive internships.
Rozovsky, an intern on Stryker Joint
Replacement’s Product Support Engineering
team, landed her internship through the
Rutgers Mega Career Fair and by attending
networking events.
“The best part of my internship,” she recalls,
“was a surgical workshop I led, demonstrating
the surgical technique of a total knee replacement with the Stryker Mako robotic arm”
She also gained invaluable insights into corporate life. “One thing that surprised me was
how closely the different divisions and teams
work together,” she says. “Throughout my
time there, I had the opportunity to work with
people from regulatory, quality, operations, and
other departments that I hadn’t thought I would
have a chance to work with. It was a great way
to be exposed to the different opportunities
available to engineers after graduation.”
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Schraeder, who had hoped to intern at J&J,
regularly checked the J&J Careers home page
for postings. After a digital interview and
three additional rounds of interviews, she was
selected as a compliance and technology intern
within J&J’s Healthcare Compliance group.

Grants Support François Berthiaume’s Projects

She especially appreciated the generous
support of company employees, who readily
shared their own academic and career experiences with her, offered her guidance, and connected her with other employees. “Having this
support and the chance to network with people
from all areas of the business was one of the
best aspects of my internship,” she reports.
Her work assignments were equally meaningful.
“For one of my projects, I created visualizations
of data for pharmaceutical healthcare compliance officers using Tableau Desktop,” she
says. “Prior to this, I had no idea how important
‘clean data’ is and how visualizing data can help
guide important business decisions.”

Adam Gormley Awarded NSF DMREF Grant
Project to design protein-polymer hybrid materials
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Shining Light on Cellular Biomechanics

Student Spotlight and Alumni Spotlights

By Amy Wagner
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Associate professor Nada N. Boustany has
long been intrigued by the notion of using
engineering principles to understand cellular
morphology.

Student Internships
Stryker and J&J give students real-world training

Pearl Buccine Schraeder

Biomedical Engineering at Rutgers
Biomedical engineering at nationally acclaimed
Rutgers offers exceptional opportunities for
students, researchers, and industry partners. Stateof-the-art facilities encourage interdisciplinary
collaboration in genomics, tissue engineering,
advanced microscopy, biomedical optics,
microfabrication, and more, while our flexible
curriculum allows undergraduates to pursue premedical, pre-dental, and graduate studies.

bme.rutgers.edu

Gabriella Rozovsky

“Thinking about the way cells are connected
to each other and to the tissue environment
that they are in, involves connections
inherently related to mechanics,” she says.
“As an engineer, you have to think of a cell
as controlling inputs and outputs from a
mechanical perspective. For instance, a cell
controls how much tension it is under and if it
is stretched too much, it has to react to counter
this and get back to equilibrium.”
For Boustany, whose Bio-optics Laboratory
seeks to develop minimally invasive, opticallybased quantitative cell analysis methods, a
2017-2018 academic year sabbatical sparked
a productive new focus on intracellular
biomechanics. Her resulting cutting-edge
research is benefiting from both National

Science Foundation (NSF) and National
Institutes of Health (NIH) grants.
“I’m very grateful for my sabbatical
opportunity,” she says. ”It was absolutely
critical in giving me the time to devote to
getting into yet into another area of research –
and doing it successfully.”
During her sabbatical, Boustany became
increasingly interested in learning about the
mechanics that control cell morphology and
in understanding how cells respond to their
biomechanical environments. “Tissues need a
certain structure to function properly, and we
are learning that this structure is controlled by
biomechanical as well as biochemical signals,”
she notes.
In 2018, she received a $465,691 NSF grant that
supports an ongoing project that uses a sensor
inserted in the protein vinculin to measure
tension and force in a cell using fluorescence
resonance energy transfer, or FRET.
Continued on p. 5
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Message from the chair

Recognitions for BME faculty and students
include state and federal funding for
research projects, professional honors,
scholarships, and more.

Not even a pandemic has been able to dampen the dedication –
or diminish the success – of Biomedical Engineering Department
faculty, students, and staff. I am proud to report on our many
outstanding recent achievements in this newsletter.

Joseph Freeman was inducted into
the American Institute for Medical and
Biological Engineering, or AIMBE’s, 2021
class of fellows.

Federal funding is supporting faculty research on everything
from intracellular biomechanics to novel protein-polymer hybrid
materials, while the development of an innovative lateral support for
wheelchair users is among the accomplishments of BME graduate
students.

David Shreiber and Maribel Vazquez
were inducted into the 2020 AIMBE
class of fellows.
Li Cai has received $600,000 in venture
capital funding to further his development
of gene therapy technology for spinal cord
injuries.
BME professors Vidya Ganapathy
and Mark Pierce have been awarded
a $200,000, two-year HealthAdvance
grant for their project, entitled “Novel
Short-Wave Infrared Guided Pre-clinical
Screening For Personalized Cancer
Therapy with NanoInk Imaging System
(NIS™).”
A two-year, $50,000 pilot grant has been
awarded by the New Jersey Commission
on Cancer Research to BME professor
and chair David Shreiber and Kelly
Kyker-Snowman, a post-doctoral fellow
in the NIH INSPIRE Training Program at
Robert Wood Johnson Medical School,
to develop models to study epithelialto-mesenchymal transitions associated
with ovarian cancer metastasis to the
peritoneum.
Professor Martin Yarmush has received
a TechAdvance award of $97,000. The
funding provided by the Rutgers Office
of Research and Economic Development,
is to further his team’s development of a
miniaturized, hand-held, robotic device
for autonomous venipuncture. The July/
August issue of Discover features an article
about the groundbreaking blood-drawing
device
that will benefit those with small or hard to
locate veins.
Associate professor Nada Boustany and
School of Arts and Sciences cell biology
and neuroscience professor Bonnie
Firestein were awarded a $431,444
National Institutes of Health NIH-R21 grant
from the National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke for their project
“Determining a Role for Protein Kinase A
in Dendrite Development using a FRETbased Sensor.”
continued on pg. 6

Associate Professor Nada Boustany’s research is our cover story
this issue. Making good use of her sabbatical, her Bio-optics Laboratory is advancing how
we understand the mechanics that control cell morphology and how cells respond to
biomechanical environments.
In other news, Professor François Berthiaume has been awarded multiple grants to continue
his groundbreaking work in developing innovative ways to treat and heal wounds. Assistant
Professor Adam Gormley’s lab is collaborating with Princeton University and Air Force
Laboratory colleagues to design custom-formulated complex protein-polymer hybrids that
can be used in decontamination kits for nerve agents.
Our faculty are leaders within the School of Engineering and Rutgers University-New
Brunswick. Assistant Professor Kristen Labazzo received a 2021 Provost’s Award for
Excellence in Teaching Innovations, while Professor Maribel Vazquez has been appointed as
one of three directors for Faculty Diversity at Rutgers.
We’re always delighted to welcome new faculty to our ranks. Since joining BME in 2020,
Assistant Professor Valerie Tutwiler has quickly established a lab that is looking at blood
clotting following injuries, including research to develop a biomaterial that can stop bleeding.
I also hope you enjoy a nostalgic look back at the careers of retiring faculty William Craelius
and Thomas Papathomas, both of whom joined the department in 1989. They will be sorely
missed by their colleagues and students, but we wish them well and look forward to keeping
in touch.
Sincerely,
David Shreiber, Ph.D.
Chair, Department of Biomedical Engineering

William Craelius and Thomas Papathomas Retire
Back in 1989, the Department of Biomedical
Engineering (BME) welcomed two new faculty
members: William Craelius and Thomas
Papathomas. This year, after more than 30 years
of service, they are retiring.
“These outstanding professors have had
fantastic careers, contributing important
research in their respective fields of study
and academically providing their students
with support and encouragement,” says BME
chair David Shreiber. “I’ve enjoyed working
alongside both and being part of their Rutgers
Engineering journeys.”
Thomas Papathomas
American Institute for Medical and Biological
Engineering (AIMBE) fellow Papathomas
directed the Rutgers Laboratory of Vision
Research, which focuses on investigating
vision and the brain. Of particular interest
to Papathomas are the mechanisms behind
the perception of visual motion, stereopsis,
texture, and attention. His research interests
also include the development of biologically
relevant computational models of human brain
function. He served as Busch Campus Dean
from 2008 to 2017 and has also been a member
of the Rutgers Center for Cognitive Science
Executive Council. He is the chief editor of an
influential book and a co-author of several book
chapters and peer-reviewed journal articles.
For Papathomas, the pandemic has had a silver
lining. “Having to teach remotely because
of the pandemic has made me realize at a
deeper level how enjoyable it is to teach in
the classroom,” he says. “I have most enjoyed
getting to know students as individuals and
mentoring those who asked me to help them in
their careers.”
He has even connected with new mentees in
unlikely places. “In 2009, I met a student on the
campus bus, and, after a brief conversation, he
found my research topic very interesting and

Thomas Papathomas

William Craelius

decided to take my course and work in my lab,”
he recalls. “Over the years, I mentored him with
his honors thesis and in his career. He is now
a successful executive at Bayer, selected as a
Bayer Science Fellow. And it all started with a
chance meeting on a bus!”

well as a distinguished fellow of the National
Institute for Disability Research and Resources.

Leaving little to chance when it comes to his
retirement, however, Papathomas is planning
to read, paint, write poetry, and enjoy his two
young grandsons.
William Craelius
Craelius has led the department’s efforts
in rehabilitation engineering, especially in
developing robotic prostheses such as the
Dextrahand, a dexterous robotic hand. The
recipient of numerous federal, foundation, and
corporate grants, he co-authored more than 60
peer-reviewed publications, and is a co-holder
of seven patents. He is an AIMBE fellow, as

“It was an honor to work with some of my idols,
including [MIT cognitive scientist] Jerry Lettvin
and many faculty,” recalls Craelius “Working
in the lab with undergrads and grads was
the best. My crop of senior designers was all
snapped up by local industry. Probably the
most satisfying thing was creating a robotic
arm with students that enabled an alumnus
amputee to slowly play the piano while being
filmed by the BBC.”
As far as his retirement goes, Craelius reports
that “one surprise was recently getting stuck
in Ida’s wake in Philadelphia, car submerged,
and staying with my son’s family, although it
was a treat playing with my son and grandson,
helping them clean up, and chatting with all the
neighbors stuck like me.”
While his textbook “Prosthetic Designs for
Restoring Human Limb Function” is newly
published by Springer Publishing,” he is
also in the process of submitting his second
book, “Cellular Mechanotransduction,” to
Cambridge University Press and is working on
several manuscripts. “I have a few invitations
for grant reviews and editorial comments – and
lots of students and former students need
recommendations. I’m also looking forward
to learning many Beatles tunes and trying to
stay out of the kids’ lives – except for
camping trips.”
When asked what instrument he plays, he jests,
“I left my banjo in Philadelphia – the next big
hit song.”

caption
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BME Faculty Promoted

Adam Gormley Receives NSF DMREF Grant to Design
Protein-Polymer Hybrid Materials

Li Cai, Joseph Freeman, and Maribel Vazquez
were promoted to full professors in July 2021.
Cai, who joined the BME faculty in 2005,
investigates the regulatory mechanisms of
gene expression in stem cells during normal
development and tumorigenesis in his Stem
Cell Biology and Bioengineering Laboratory.
Fuller understanding of these mechanisms
has the potential to expand the use of stem
cells for regenerative medicine as well as for
a therapeutic basis for cancer treatments. He
has received recent venture capital support for
developing gene therapy technology to repair
spinal cord injuries.
Freeman, who also serves as the department’s
graduate program director, was a recipient
of the SoE Industry Advisory Board’s 2020
Outstanding Engineering Faculty Award. His
SoE Musculoskeletal Tissue Regeneration
(MoTR) lab focuses on repairing and regenerating musculoskeletal tissues through
tissue engineering techniques, while also
exploring mechanisms of tissue damage and
healing, cancer development, and molecular
modeling of structural proteins. A co-author
of the seminal textbook, Building Tissues: An
Engineer’s Guide to Regenerative Medicine,
Freeman was inducted into the 2021 class of
fellows of the American Institute for Medical
and Biological Engineering (AIMBE).

A member of the BME faculty since 2019,
Vazquez’s research focuses on developing
microfluidic systems to advance regenerative
therapies in the nervous system. She integrates research in her Rutgers Vaz Lab with
educational initiatives in health disparities to
help address the profound diversity of health
challenges among US adults. She has received
funding from the National Institutes of Health
(NIH), National Science Foundation (NSF), and
the Department of Defense (DoD) and is a
member of the AIMBE 2020 class of fellows.

Li Cai

“Personally and professionally, I’m honored
to lead this exciting project and to have full
support by the NSF,” he says. “The DMREF
program is a well-known national materials
science program through which the NSF
participates in the Material Genome Initiative,
or MGI. We are excited to accomplish the work
we proposed.”

Joseph Freeman

Maribel Vazquez

Kristen Labazzo Receives Provost’s Award for Excellence
in Teaching Innovations
Rutgers University’s annual Provost’s Awards
for Faculty Excellence honor faculty whose
outstanding work has been recognized by their
peers. This year, assistant professor Kristen
Labazzo – who also was also selected by
BME students as the Engineering Governing
Council (EGC) 2020-2021 Professor of the Year
– received a Provost’s Award for Excellence in
Teaching Innovation.

What does the Provost’s Award mean to you?
As a teaching-focused professor of practice,
the opportunity to be recognized for my
contributions to my department is truly
appreciated.
What led you to BME?
I came to Rutgers for a doctorate in chemistry,
however I wasn’t finding satisfaction in that
discipline as I was seeking research with
more medical and biological elements. I’d
never heard of biomedical engineering
before the day I saw a flyer about a BMEsponsored seminar on tissue engineering
an artificial artery. I went to that talk, and it
changed my life.
What innovative approaches do you
incorporate in your teaching?
I’m passionate about making teaching
memorable and ensuring that students get
a high-quality education while exploring topics
that interest. My biggest contribution has been
the incorporation of patient, or person-centric,
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research. Biomedical engineers choose this
field to improve healthcare and quality of life,
although we rarely get to engage with the endusers of the fantastic technologies coming from
biomedical research.
Our collaborations with the Matheny Medical
and Educational Center, a facility for severely
physically-disabled individuals, and Operation
Rebound, which supports disabled athletes,
allow our students to interact with key
stakeholders of innovation – whether they be
end-users or caregivers.
To incorporate “voice of customer” into
education, my classes include guest speakers
and field trips to give students a real-world
perspective on the impact they can have as
biomedical engineers.
What do you most enjoy about teaching?
The students, hands down. They make me feel
like I am truly having an impact. I love all my
students – and I take my responsibility as an
educator seriously.

he explains. “For example, my lab is also
working on another NSF-funded project that
is also using machine learning and robotics to
design nanoparticles.”

BME assistant professor Adam Gormley and
colleagues have been granted a four-year,
$1,315,946 National Science Foundation
Designing Materials to Revolutionize and
Engineer our Future (NSF DMREF) award for
a project that will employ robotics, molecular
modelling, and machine learning to design
next-generation protein-polymer hybrid
materials. Gormley is the primary Principal
Investigator (PI) on a collaborative effort with
Princeton University and the Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL). Drs. Sanjeeva Murthy,
Meenakshi Dutt, Sagar Khare, and Michael
Webb (Princeton) are co-PIs

When used for disease therapy or as catalytic
components of commercial and industrial
processes, proteins are routinely stabilized for
durability in hostile, abiological environments
with polymers. Custom-formulated complex
protein-polymer hybrids would stabilize the
protein even under the harshest conditions.
Yet designing these custom hybrid protein-

The new project will support two PhD students
and two underrepresented undergraduates
through Rutgers’ Research Experiences for
Undergraduates (REU) program. “We’ll train
these students to become familiar with data
science within materials chemistry, focusing
on how robotics and molecular modeling can
inform material discovery pipelines,” he says.

caption
polymer materials is especially challenging
precisely because they are so complex. While
Gormley foresees that applications for these
materials could range from enzymes in laundry
detergents to biofuel production, he says that
the collaboration with the AFRL will focus on
decontamination kits for nerve agents.
“The project aligns within a broader vision
for data-enabled materials discovery.
Artificial intelligence and robotics are poised
to revolutionize the way we discover new
materials, and current efforts within the
Gormley Lab and beyond are tackling this
grand challenge from multiple angles,”

Valerie Tutwiler Joins BME Faculty
The BME department welcomed Valerie
Tutwiler as a tenure-track assistant professor
in September 2020.
“Val is a great addition to our program,
as she is applying her talent and energy toward
building an exciting research program studying
blood, with a focus on blood clot mechanics
and physiology,” says BME chair and professor
David Shreiber. “She joined us with a National
Institutes of Health K99-R00 award. From all
that we have learned about Val, she is not one
to shy away from a challenge.”
Tutwiler’s NIH award is helping to support
her newly established lab’s study of blood
clotting following traumatic injuries – whether
from a car crash or the battlefield. “The plan
is to develop a biomaterial to stop bleeding
and harness dysregulated inflammation,”
she explains.
Tutwiler, who earned her bachelor’s, master’s,
and doctoral degrees from Drexel University,
and completed postdoctoral research at the

University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of
Medicine, says she likes to apply engineering
techniques to medically relevant questions.
“I’ve been really interested in what makes
blood stable and what causes a clot to bleed.
This understanding will help develop better
diagnostics for both thrombosis and bleeding
from traumatic injury.”
While she is passionate about advising and
mentoring her students, and incorporating
them into her lab’s research, she is equally
passionate about post-graduate and doctoral
career development. “It’s really important to
give students the resources they need to make
career decisions earlier and explore career
paths while they are still in school,”
she insists.
To that end, Tutwiler is active in national
organizations such as the American Society
of Cell Biology, where she serves as a member
of the public relations and nominations
committee, as well as a member of its
professional development task force.
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Shining Light on Cellular Biomechanics (continued from page 1)

BME PhD students Sonal Gahlawat,
incoming president of the RU Graduate
Student Association, and Fernando
Antonio Rebolledo Uscanga have
received 2021-2022 PreDoctoral
Leadership Development Academy (PDLA)
Fellowships that provide doctoral students
with the knowledge and skills needed for
academic and administrative leadership
roles.
BME PhD student Rebecca Risman
has received a two-year, $50,000 predoctoral fellowship from the New Jersey
Commission on Cancer Research (NJCCR)
to examine the mechanisms of cancerassociated thrombosis.
Assistant professor Adam Gormley
and colleagues have been awarded a
prestigious NSF Designing Materials to
Revolutionize and Engineer our Future
(DMREF) grant for their project entitled
“Machine Learning and Robotics for the
Data-Driven Design of Protein-Polymer
Hybrid Materials.” The $1.8 million
award will be split between Rutgers and
Princeton for up to four years.
A patent was issued to BME Professors
Jeffrey Zahn and David Shreiber, MAE
Professors Hao Lin and Jerry Shan,
and former BME PhD student Mingde
‘Jack’ Zheng, for an invention using
an intelligent, feedback controlled,
microscale electroporation system for
transfecting single cells in a continuous
flow fashion with electrical monitoring of
cell permeabilization.
SoE team Patho-ML took first place
in the Rice 360° Institute for Global
Health student design competition with
their design for a cancer-diagnosing
smartphone app able to classify breast
tissue as benign or malignant with
96% accuracy. Now in its 11th year, the
prestigious international competition drew
a record number of semifinalists from 23
universities in six countries (see story on
page X).
Maribel Vazquez has been appointed as
one of three Directors for Faculty Diversity
at Rutgers. In this role, she will engage with
diverse scholars from tenure track faculty,
non-tenure track faculty, and STEM faculty.

Nada N. Boustany
“When one cell attaches to another or to the
extracellular matrix, it’s bound to experience
a force at that location. When there’s a FRET
tension sensor in a protein like vinculin that
sends signals from that location, we can
measure this force,” she explains.
In 2020, Boustany received a $92,910 GOALI –
Grant Opportunities for Academic Liaison with
Industry – grant that supplements her initial
NSF award. In collaboration with Thorlabs Inc.,
she is using it to develop a fluorescence lifetime

Berthiaume is leading a team of Rutgers and
Princeton researchers – including associate
professor of electrical and computer engineering Mehdi Javanmard and mechanical and
aerospace engineering associate professor
Aaron Mazzeo – on a $455,649 DARPA-funded
project to develop a smart bandage able to
measure the levels of different biomarkers in
wounds.
“We’ve been able to show that we can
monitor some biomarkers in mouse wounds
and see their changes as the wound healing
progresses,” he says. “This is still in a proof-ofconcept stage, but the idea is that eventually
this information could be used by treating
physicians to tailor the treatment of individual
wounds.”
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imaging microscopy, or FLIM, system to help
her measure FRET in her lab. “My sabbatical
opened up all these avenues of looking at
this topic in my own microscopy platform in
my lab, with the assistance of graduate and
undergraduate students,” Boustany says.

was on traumatic brain injury and at first, I
planned to focus my doctorate on spinal cord
injuries.

This year, Boustany and Bonnie Firestein, a
School of Arts and Sciences professor of cell
biology and neuroscience, received a two-year
$431,444 National Institutes of Health NIH-R21
grant for their project that will use FRET-based
sensors to image protein kinase A activation to
explore mechanisms of dendrite development
and branching in neuronal cells and of repair
after injury.

My path was a little weird. But what’s great
about BME is there’s so much you can do with
it. You need to find what you are passionate
about and fits you best.

Boustany is also collaborating with French
researchers with the goal of combining a FRET
tension probe with optical tweezers that can
trap particles in a focused laser beam in order
gain additional understanding how force is
transmitted as a cellular signal.

Have you had any internships?

In considering the big picture, Boustany notes
that diseases can develop when a cell cannot
process the mechanical signals it receives.
“Cells can migrate or proliferate too much
and can’t repair themselves, or die,” she says.
“The challenge ultimately will be to develop
drugs that can treat disease by addressing and
adjusting mechanical signaling.”

Multiple Grants Support François
Berthiaume’s Wound Healing Projects
With significant funding from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the
Department of Defense (DoD) Congressionally
Directed Medical Research Program (CDMRP),
and the New Jersey Commission on Spinal
Cord Research (NJCSCR), and the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), BME professor
François Berthiaume is developing innovative
ways to treat – and heal – wounds.

student spotlight

What led to switch your focus to baseball
biomechanics?

My advisors William Craelius and Troy Shinbrot
could tell I wasn’t passionate about that
project and told me to go find something I
would enjoy. That’s when I came across sports
biomechanics.

Courtney Semkewyc, MS ‘19
Biomedical PhD Student
Why did you choose Rutgers for graduate
school?
As an undergraduate at the University of
Rochester, I concentrated in cell and tissue
engineering, but realized I wanted a job where
I could interact with people. My master’s work

Biomechanics is a growing field offering
expanded career opportunities, as Major
League Baseball (MLB) and other sports teams
are establishing biomechanics departments
and colleges and hospitals are opening
biomechanics labs. My internship with the
Yankees is an exciting learning experience that
could help me land a job with an MLB team in
the future.

I’m a people person, and I loved being able to
talk through things with coaches and players
and learn from their different perspectives.
What are you currently doing?
I’m in Tampa, Florida spending at least six

on majoring in biomedical engineering so that
I could continue helping people through my
work. I saw this as a career path that would
allow me to make a direct and positive impact
on people’s lives – and maybe even save lives.
Were you involved in any research projects?
For my master’s degree thesis, I partnered with
the Matheny School for children and adults with
medically complex developmental disabilities in
Peapack, New Jersey, to develop an innovative
lateral support for wheelchair users. My design
built on the work of earlier students who had
collaborated with Matheny as part of their
senior design capstone project.

While Berthiaume is hoping to extend a
second DoD CDMRP award to help pressure
wounds – or bed sores – heal, he is continuing
a collaborative NJCSCR-funded project that
is developing new protein therapeutics to
promote healing of damaged spinal cords.

Berthiaume notes that a recently completed
NIH-funded R21 exploratory/developmental
project focusing on healing diabetic wounds
employed a similar approach.

You plan to defend your PhD thesis this fall.
What are your postgraduate plans?

alumni spotlight

Working with Mazzeo, Berthiaume is also
continuing work on a CDMRP Discovery award
begun with a post-doctoral fellow to develop a
wearable device that administers cold plasma
to enhance wound healing. “The intent of the
project,” he says, “is to show our device can
decrease bacterial load in infected mouse
wounds – and thus promote their healing.”

“The work involves some animal model
developing and engineering of the therapeutic
proteins,” he explains. “We attach known
growth factors and chemokines to elastin
peptide repeats to enable them to selfassemble into nanoparticles, which then
serve as a depot for the prolonged release of
bioactive proteins that they shield from the
enzyme degradation found in wounds.”

I’ve always loved baseball and softball and
gained hands-on experience as an intern for 11
months with Rockland Peak Performance (RPP),
a baseball training facility where I collected
data for my doctoral project.

months as a biomechanics assistant intern with
the New York Yankees. I’m working closely with
the athletic trainers, medical staff, and coaches
to develop individualized plans for each player
based on their data. I get to do research and
work with players—so it’s really the perfect
combination for me.

What is the benefit of the lateral support
device?

Madara Dias, B.S. ’20, MS ‘21
Merck Manufacturing Leadership
Development Program (MLDP),
Class of 2021

Current lateral supports hold patients in a fixed
position, without allowing much independent
range of motion.

What attracted you to biomedical
engineering?

An adjustable, affordable, and dynamic device,
which is what I worked on designing, would
give wheelchair users the ability to bend
independently from side-to-side, which would
help improve their quality of life.

Since I was a little girl, I’ve been practicing the
idea that my purpose in life is to give back to
the community and help people. I set my heart

By assisting in weight shifting, it could also
benefit patients at high risk of developing
pressure sores. And it could benefit patients

prone to self-injurious behaviors by softening
the impact of blows to the wheelchair.
What was it like doing this research from
home during the pandemic?
It made me think outside of the box and be
creative with my design process. I drew a lot of
inspiration from household objects.
I was very fortunate in the fact that my advisor
BME assistant professor Kristen Labazzo and
BME thesis committee faculty members Noshir
Langrana and Natalie Macon were super
supportive throughout the entire process.
My work would not have been possible without
their support.
Where are you today?
I’m working full-time at Merck in their
Manufacturing Leadership Development
Program.
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